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Abstract The idea that reasoning is a singular accom-

plishment of the human species has an ancient pedigree.

Yet this idea remains as controversial as it is ancient. Those

who would deny reasoning to nonhuman animals typically

hold a language-based conception of inference which pla-

ces it beyond the reach of languageless creatures. Others

reject such an anthropocentric conception of reasoning on

the basis of similar performance by humans and animals in

some reasoning tasks, such as transitive inference. Here,

building on the modal similarity theory of Vigo [J Exp

Theor Artif Intell, 2008 (in press)], we offer an account in

which reasoning depends on a core suite of subsymbolic

processes for similarity assessment, discrimination, and

categorization. We argue that premise-based inference

operates through these subsymbolic processes, even in

humans. Given the robust discrimination and categoriza-

tion abilities of some species of nonhuman animals, we

believe that they should also be regarded as capable of

simple forms of inference. Finally, we explain how this

account of reasoning applies to the kinds of transitive

inferences that many nonhuman animals display.

Keywords Animal cognition � Categorization �
Learning � Reasoning � Similarity

Introduction

The Stoic philosopher Chrysippus of Soli told of a hunting

dog pursuing prey who, on coming to a crossroads, sniffed

two of the roads leading away and immediately set off

down the third without sniffing. Sorabji (1993) reports that

Chrysippus did not take this to show that the dog really

reasons, but only that it ‘‘virtually’’ goes through a syllo-

gism: ‘‘The animal went either this way, or that way, or the

other way. But not this way, or that way. So that way’’

(Sorabji 1993, p. 26). Medieval logicians referred to the

binary choice version of this disjunctive syllogism as

modus tollendo ponens (MTP), and it has occasionally been

called the ‘‘rule of dogs’’.

Whether or not the Ancients and Medievals believed

that dogs mentally rehearse syllogisms, they certainly

believed that the behavior of Chrysippus’s dog conformed

to a valid pattern of reasoning that we, as humans, can

explicitly employ and understand. Of course, the fact that

some nonhuman animal behavior conforms to a rule of

inference is not sufficient evidence to accept the hypothesis

that these animals are genuinely capable of reasoning.

Indeed, recent experiments by Watson et al. (2001) that are

designed to test dogs’ abilities to use MTP have revealed

possibly significant differences between dogs and children.

In a searching task, dogs were slower to search a third

location (of three) for a hidden reward when the two others

had already been eliminated by unsuccessful search,

whereas 4 to 6-year-old human children were faster to

search the uneliminated third location. Watson and his

colleagues conclude that ‘‘the observed contrast in

response timing between children and dogs would seem

most parsimoniously viewed as indicating that dogs rely on

associative guidance and children rely, to some degree, on

logical guidance when searching for objects that have
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recently disappeared’’ (Watson et al. 2001, p. 225). (Note,

however, that the evidence remains open to other inter-

pretations: human children would also slow down after

some number of unsuccessful searches.)

Watson and colleagues are by no means alone in

framing issues in terms of associative learning versus

reasoning (see, for example, several of the contributions

to Hurley and Nudds 2006, and the review by Watanabe

and Huber 2006). McGonigle and Chalmers, who argued

that monkeys are rational (McGonigle and Chalmers

1992), stated in a recent paper that ‘‘There is a wide-

spread view that the sorts of animal learning mechanisms

most frequently studied in the laboratory are inductively

too weak and unproductive to generate the kinds of

behaviors expressed in higher order forms of human

cognition and linguistic adaptation (Chomsky 1980;

Fodor and Pylyshyn 1988; Piaget 1971)’’ (McGonigle

and Chalmers 2002). Their mention of linguistic adap-

tation serves to remind us that the widespread reluctance

to attribute genuine reasoning to animals goes hand-in-

hand with a specific conception of inference as a process

that depends essentially on linguistically represented

premises and conclusions. This conception makes it hard

to credit animals with reasoning capacities. As Bermúdez

(2003, p. 140) puts it, ‘‘there is no hope of applying an

inference-based conception of rationality at the nonlin-

guistic level.’’

Our goal in this paper is to show that there is hope. We

describe an alternative framework that is capable of pro-

viding a unified approach to reasoning and the subsymbolic

perceptual processes underlying similarity assessment,

discrimination, and categorization. The framework is pro-

vided by the modal similarity theory (MST) of Vigo

(2008), which we describe in ‘‘Modal similarity theory’’.

MST introduces the concept of modal similarity and shows

how one may construe the propositional connectives as

expressing degrees of modal similarity that can be inves-

tigated empirically in humans and nonhumans. This

approach allows us to recast the notion of inference in

subsymbolic, nonlinguistic terms. We do not deny, of

course, that inferences can be carried out symbolically or

using linguistic vehicles. Nor do we deny that reasoning

can be greatly facilitated by interaction with formal or

linguistic notations. But we believe that it is not necessary

to characterize inferences in such terms. It is our view that

the strong connection between reasoning and language that

is usually taken for granted is, in fact, a specific cultural

product that is partly the result of the way inferences are

taught in logic and mathematics courses. That is, reasoning

is typically defined and represented by logicians and

mathematicians in terms of linguistic constructs such as

sentences and propositions. But, as we shall argue below,

this need not be the case.

What is inference?

For the purposes of this paper we start from generic con-

ceptions of ‘inference’ and ‘reasoning’, such as are found

in standard dictionary definitions. Thus, for example, an

inference may be defined as ‘‘a conclusion reached on the

basis of evidence and reasoning [or] the process of reach-

ing such a conclusion’’, and ‘reasoning’ may be defined as

‘‘the power of the mind to think, understand, and form

judgments by a process of logic’’ (Dictionary 2008). Nei-

ther of these definitions mentions sentences, words, or

other linguistic vehicles. One might argue, however, that

by referring to a ‘‘process of logic’’ in the definition of

‘reasoning’, the dictionary defers to experts in logic for full

specification of what is to count as reasoning and inference.

Logicians’ standard definitions of inference make it

seem quite implausible to attribute the capacity to nonhu-

man animals. Logic is concerned with the relationships

between premises and conclusions of arguments. The pre-

mises of an argument are often explicitly defined as a set of

sentences, and the conclusion is defined as another sen-

tence. Semantic conceptions of inference are grounded in

semantic relationships between premises and conclusion:

namely, those of (truth-preserving) validity and (truth-

enabling) inductive strength. In turn, syntactic conceptions

of inference are grounded in the notion of a derivation of a

conclusion from a set of premises by the sequential

application of rules to structured formulae or strings of

symbols. Both conceptions are language-driven.

On the one hand, the semantic conception of inference is

language-driven because it relies on sentences as bearers of

truth values or probability assignments. When the basic

sentences are atomic in nature (i.e., not decomposable), as

is the case in the sentential calculus, their inner structure is

not considered when determining the deductive validity or

inductive strength of the inference. In deductive logic,

whether a conclusion follows necessarily from a set of

premises is encoded in the meaning of the sentential con-

nectives considered as propositional transformations or

propositional functions. This functional or relational

meaning of the connectives is based on truth values. In

other words, under this type of language-oriented sense of

inference, the process of reasoning validly is construed as a

sequence of transformations that preserves truth among sets

of sentences.

On the other hand, the syntactic conception of inference

treats reasoning as a process of rule satisfaction. Reasoning

is characterized as the application of symbolic rules to

structured strings of symbols. The logical connectives are

syncategorematic symbols, whose sole purpose is to serve

as the structural ‘‘glue’’ between sentential parts. This

viewpoint is consistent with the view known as formalism

in the philosophy of mathematics. Formalists hold that all
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inference amounts to nothing more than the application of

rules of symbolic manipulation to strings of symbols. This

view of reasoning has been challenged with questions such

as ‘‘what is the nature of the rules?’’ and ‘‘why are certain

rules chosen over an infinitude of others?’’ Even if these

challenges can be met, the formalist’s assumption that

reasoning necessitates symbolic or linguistic representation

of premises and conclusions deserves scrutiny.

Both conceptions are language-driven, and their status

as orthodoxy leads even those who are quite impressed

with the cognitive capacities of nonhuman animals to

attribute, at most, a ‘‘proto-reasoning’’ capacity to langu-

ageless creatures (e.g., Bermúdez 2003). The underlying

conception of reasoning, and the semantic and syntactic

approaches to inference, are products of attempts by phi-

losophers and scientists, dating back to Aristotle, to render

precise the logical discourse which is the backbone of

mathematics and science. Unfortunately, from our per-

spective, the real, live, reasoning human agent has been

ignored in this tradition. That is, reasoning as a living,

everyday process underlying decision making took a back

seat to interpretations enforced upon it by the needs of the

project of rationally reconstructing the methods of science

and mathematics.

Not until the emergence of psychology as a legitimate

field of science was reasoning construed as not being

necessarily language or symbol oriented and dependent.

For example, some of the early Gestalt psychologists

explained perceptual judgments as the product of processes

that subconsciously mirror deductively valid and induc-

tively strong inferences while acting on physical stimuli in

accordance with basic principles (Köhler 1929). But rather

than thinking of the general capacity for inference as ‘‘ra-

tiomorphic’’ (Brunswick 1955), we prefer to think of the

culturally acquired skill of manipulating formal symbols

under the neologism ‘‘percipiomorphic’’ to emphasize the

more fundamental role of the perceptual processes.

In ‘‘Inference without language’’ we argue that inference

is not necessarily language-dependent, or even symbol-

dependent. In subsequent sections we argue instead that

inference is a subsymbolic process grounded in the cog-

nitive meaning of the logical connectives. The phrase

‘‘cognitive meaning’’ denotes the cognitive capacities and

processes that explain agents’ use of the logical

connectives.

What is the cognitive meaning of the logical connec-

tives? Our answer to this question will be that modal

similarity judgments explain how the logical connectives

are used. The intuition to be developed here is that the

connectives are relations that specify which of a set of

alternatives are possible members of a category. Take, for

instance, material implication. The formula p � q encodes

the elimination of one possible state (p and not-q) and the

inclusion of the remaining three of the four possible states

that the two entities or features (not necessarily proposi-

tions) represented by p and q may be in. The cognitive

process of modal similarity assessment involves the com-

parison of the positive and negative states of (in this

example) the conditional category to the template provided

by the biconditional modal category. In the most general

sense, the states of interest concern the presence or absence

of discernable features. Thus MST, which we present more

fully in the section titled ‘‘Modal similarity theory’’,

assumes a far more general domain of application for the

logical connectives than propositions, by generalizing the

objects of inference to features of stimuli.

Inference without language

So, how plausible is it that inference can be understood as a

nonlinguistic phenomenon? Language provides a number

of cognitive benefits beyond its communicative role. We

can use the phonological and visual properties of spoken

and written or gestured language as aids to memory of

concepts and events. Large amounts of information can be

packaged in an efficient symbolic wrapping that by its very

structure helps us overcome some of the limitations of

storing and retrieving information in the brain. Thus it

appears that linguistic representations can optimize human

usage of available short-term and long-term memory

resources. Moreover, the importance of language associa-

tions for semantic memory and rote learning has long been

studied (Bower and Clark 1969).

Enhancement of learning and memory is not all that

language appears to facilitate for human cognition. It may

also organize the material over which inferential processes

operate, by structuring high level concepts. Under this

interpretation of language, its symbols provide categories

such as subject, predicate, verb, which our cognitive sys-

tem in turn utilizes recursively for organizing other sorts of

categories or concepts. It was this role of language that the

great mathematician Joseph Euler perhaps alluded to in his

statement: ‘‘thought (and therefore reasoning) is not pos-

sible without language’’. We must also acknowledge that

human facility with externalized symbol systems (e.g.,

marks on paper) supports much longer chains of reasoning

than is possible without such ‘‘cognitive tools’’ (Clark

1998) and in ‘‘From ethological to logical’’ we discuss

results that suggest the notations themselves can become

the objects of modal categorization processes.

We contend, however, that language is no more neces-

sary for logical reasoning than possession of a word for

pain is necessary to feel pain. Although we cannot provide

conclusive proof for this claim, there are several suggestive

lines of evidence which motivate our attempt to develop an
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alternative framework. For example, case studies of apha-

sic patients provide evidence in support of the view that

language is not essential to reasoning. Aphasia due to

trauma to the regions of the the brain responsible for

speech and language comprehension and generation may

leave patients devoid of their fundamental ability to com-

municate even though other intelligence and reasoning

abilities are intact (Siegal et al. 2001) leading many

aphasia researchers to argue that the inferential capacity of

humans can be exercised at a nonlinguistic level. Further

evidence that human reasoning does not necessarily depend

on language comes from experiments indicating that

humans possess an uncanny ability to solve problems

without making a single conscious, linguistically vehicled

inference. Of course, some may argue that the fact that the

process is subconscious does not make it language-inde-

pendent. There is, however, evidence that whenever a

solution to one of these problems emerges at a sub-

conscious level, it is regions of the brain other than those

responsible for language that exhibit any notable activity

(Pernet et al. 2004). In addition, there are tasks on which

humans excel rationally, such as geometric reasoning, but

that are, prima facie at least, devoid of language-based

inference (Battista and Clements 1991).

These arguments cast doubt on language as a necessary

condition for reasoning. Given this doubt, we believe it is

worth investigating the idea that other capacities are per-

haps more fundamental than language for reasoning. One

of these more fundamental capacities is categorization.

Indeed, without the ability to form categories one would

not be able to learn a language in the first place. That is,

one needs categorical thought in order to make sense of

both the syntax and the semantics of any language. For

without the ability to group together and differentiate the

various types of linguistic objects and their meanings one

would only have within one’s grasp a mental alphabet

soup. Thus, language depends on categories but not vice

versa.

This point regarding the centrality of categorization and

conceptual abilities sets the stage for our eventual goal

which is to show that reasoning depends on the very same

modal and categorization abilities used in prelinguistic

categorization tasks. Using Vigo’s MST, we will lay out

the following argument, which constitutes the ‘‘master

argument’’ for this paper.

1. Logical connectives (conditional, biconditional, etc.)

define modal similarity categories.

2. Inference is reducible to conditional categorization.

3. Hence, inference is modal similarity categorization.

4. Modal similarity categorization is a prelinguistic

process.

5. Hence, inference is a prelinguistic process.

Although we cannot provide definitive proof for the

premises of this argument, we believe that our approach

provides a cognitively grounded way to understand the

inferential capacities of a wide range of cognitive agents.

MST explains how inferential capacities are composed of

modal and conceptual capacities. Conceptual capacities are

in turn composed of capacities for attention and categori-

zation, which themselves are derived from primitive

similarity and discrimination abilities. Building in the

other direction, we surmise that the human capacity for

reflective reasoning is built out of inferential capacities

combined with the capacity for language. We do not argue

for reflective reasoning in animals. Nor do we argue that

nonhuman animals have the same set of reasoning capa-

bilities as humans, but rather a subset of these, due perhaps

to cognitive limitations such as lower storage capacity for

certain types of memory, or different perceptual abilities.

Before introducing MST, we first describe the basic

results for transitive inference in animals, which anchor our

argument that nonhuman animals are capable of some form

of inferential reasoning. Controversy about transitive

inference has generated a wealth of articles examining the

phenomenon, including various attempts to explain it in

purely associationistic terms. (For introductions to this

literature, see Zentall 2001; Allen 2006; Watanabe and

Huber 2006.) MST provides a rigorous, empirically trac-

table conceptual underpinning that we believe is sufficient

to reorient the millennia-old debate about animal

reasoning.

Transitive inference

Animals living in social hierarchies observe and participate

in dominance interactions whose ramifications extend

beyond the immediate participants. A capacity for transi-

tive inference would be advantageous in such

circumstances, and various field and laboratory studies

seem to indicate that such a capacity is present in a wide

range of taxonomic groups. Although there is disagreement

about the mechanisms underlying this capacity, mammals

including primates (McGonigle and Chalmers 1992) and

rodents (Dusek and Eichenbaum 1997), birds including

pigeons (Zentall 2001), jays (Bond et al. 2003), chickens

(Hogue et al. 1996), and Siamese fighting fish (Grosenick

et al. 2007) all seem capable of responding to novel pair-

ings as one would predict using TI. Such capacities may

contribute to the fitness of the individuals living in domi-

nance hierarchies (Seyfarth and Cheney 2002; Allen 2006;

Grosenick et al. 2007).

The experimental basis for the claim that nonhuman

animals engage in transitive inference originates from an

experiment originally conducted by Piaget to study the
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logical development of children (Inhelder and Piaget

1958). This experiment involves training subjects on

adjacent pairs of stimuli drawn from a strictly transitive

ordering, and testing them on a novel pair drawn from the

same set of stimuli. The most simple-minded version of the

experiment uses only two pairs of (arbitrarily labeled)

stimuli: (a +, b-) and (b +, c-). Here the plus sign stands

for the presence of a reward (positive reinforcement) if that

stimulus is selected by the subject, and the minus sign

stands for the absence of a reward. The letters a through c

are merely our labels for the stimuli, not the actual stimuli

themselves, which may be arbitrary shapes, odors, etc. The

order of presentation of the stimuli is typically counter-

balanced across trials in experimental tests of transitive

inference. Hence, the rewarded stimulus is never uniformly

on the left or the right, for instance. When trained to assess

these pairs of stimuli via operant conditioning, pigeons and

rats are more likely to select stimulus a when presented

with the novel pair (a, c). However, this particular result

admits of a very simple associative explanation. During

training, a was always rewarded and c never rewarded.

Hence the preference for a over c can be explained entirely

in terms of the past reinforcement history for the individual

elements; the animal is simply picking the one that has

been rewarded in the past.

This result leads to a slightly more sophisticated

experiment that has become the industrial standard for

laboratory investigations of transitive inference. In the 5-

element procedure, due to Bryant and Trabasso (1971), the

subjects are trained with four pairs of stimuli: (a+, b-),

(b+, c-), (c+, d-), and (d+, e-). Once they have reached

a certain criterion level of correct performance on these

pairs, the subjects are then tested with the novel pair (b, d).

Many kinds of animal (e.g., rats, pigeons, monkeys) tested

in this way reliably select b. In the training set, b is

rewarded exactly as frequently as d (on average, 50% of

the time—i.e., always when paired with c and e respec-

tively, and never when paired with a and c). Consequently

there is no explanation of the preference for b over d

simply in terms of the past history of direct reinforcement

of choosing each of these individual elements. Although

accounts of indirect reinforcement have been attempted

(e.g., Fersen et al. 1991; Zentall 2001), many scientists

believe a capacity for transitive inference is well estab-

lished for at least some species of nonhuman animals (see

Allen 2006; McGonigle and Chalmers 2002; Treichler

2007).

What exactly allows animals to induce new relationships

among familiar stimuli? We hope to fill a theoretical gap,

which leads some psychologists to look beyond traditional

associationist concepts such as respondents and operants

toward new notions such as ‘‘emergents’’ (Rumbaugh et al.

1996). A more concrete suggestion comes from McGonigle

and Chalmers (2002) who invoke the idea of ‘‘private

codes’’ to anchor ‘‘relational primitives’’ which order

stimuli into the sequences required for transitive infer-

ence—e.g., bigness as an anchor for size relations.

Similarly, Treichler et al. (2003) regard the standard

associationist tool kit to be insufficient to account for facts

surrounding the ability of monkeys to link three 5-element

transitively ordered lists into a single 15-element list, and

they suggest the need for internal organizational processes

operating over hierarchically structured memory represen-

tations. We believe our approach is compatible with these,

but we would argue that the formal approach offered by

MST holds out the prospect of more specific models and

predictions than the alternatives.

Modal similarity theory

Model similarity theory was developed by Vigo (2008) to

show the relationship between the propositional connec-

tives, similarity assessment, and categorization. The goal

was to formulate a similarity measure that works at the

level of single features, but is more distributive and rela-

tional than current representations of similarity. The key

idea here is that modal similarity is a higher-order rela-

tionship between structures that are defined over the

presence and absence of a first order feature u in pairs of

items that make up the modal categories. A modal category

is a relational category consisting of pairs of items (p and

q) where u is either present in both ðpPðuÞ; qPðuÞÞ; absent

in both ðpAðuÞ; qAðuÞÞ or present in one and absent in the

other (see Box 1). The importance of modal categories lies

in the fact that the logical connectives (i.e., the building

blocks of formal logic) define the possible modal catego-

ries in the sense that each function from a set of truth

values to a truth value specifies completely and uniquely

the general form of a particular modal category. The cen-

tral claim of MST is that the propositional connectives as

used by human agents in language express degrees of

similarity between the modal states (presence or absence of

features) of pairs of stimuli. Of course, for some theoretical

purposes (for example, the project of rationally recon-

structing the methods of science and mathematics that we

mentioned in ‘‘What is inference?’’) one may choose to

ignore everything but the truth functional aspect of the

connectives. However, our claim is that cognitive subjects

treat the connectives as defining relational categories and

expressing modal similarity. MST thus builds a founda-

tional bridge between similarity-based processes and the

rule-based reasoning processes described by symbolic

logic.

At the center of MST is the modal category E, defined

by logical equivalence. E is particularly significant because
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any instance of E contains two kinds of pairs of objects that

are internally similar with respect to some first-order fea-

ture u that is present in both items or absent in both. and

these two kinds have a higher-order relationship of simi-

larity between them in that the relationship between the

members of each pair are identical (i.e., the members are

the same as each other with respect to u). E also excludes

two kinds of pairs that are internally dissimilar but identical

at the higher-order in that the members making up these

excluded pairs are different from each other with respect to

u. This is why the other modal categories are suitably

compared to E; these cross-category comparisons in effect

involve a within-category comparison of the pairs that do

and the pairs that do not belong to them.

Vigo’s axioms for MST (Box 1) enable a precise

statement of the contribution made by first-order similari-

ties and dissimilarities to the overall higher-order similarity

among the modal categories. The first-order similarities

and dissimilarities are given at the level of the states of

presence or absence of the feature u in the paired objects

making up the modal categories. Modal similarity is a

higher order similarity relation, defined with respect to the

feature u as holding between the standard modal category

E specified by the logical equivalence connective (i.e., the

biconditional) and all 16 modal categories specified by the

logical (truth-functional) connectives. E can be represented

as a vector containing the two pairs of objects corre-

sponding to modal identity, i.e., the two pairs of objects p

and q where u is either present in both, or absent in both

objects (see Fig. 1). In MST, E is not a prototype for

similarity judgments. Rather, E represents an upper

boundary for maximal similarity. Correspondingly, E0, the

complement of E (which corresponds to negation of

biconditional, i.e., exclusive or), represents the lower limit

of similarity. This illustrates the distributive and relational

nature of the theory: E is the category consisting of exactly

those pairs whose elements are exactly similar to each

other in respect to the feature u and excluding those pairs

Box 1 MST analytic axioms and the modal similarity measure

The eight axioms for the modal similarity measure are presented here for inspection only. For explanation and justification see Vigo (2008). It

should be noted that these analytic axioms are not meant as the basis for an axiomatic theory of representation; instead they are meant to

summarize the basic assumptions underlying the measure. Below, E ¼ hðpPðuÞ; qPðuÞÞ; ðpAðuÞ; qAðuÞÞi;W is a modal category, u is a

property or feature, and the subscripts P and A represent the presence and absence of the feature u respectively.

1. Existence property I (of primitive similarities and dissimilarities). For any pair of objects p and q there exist two primitive modal similarity

measures and two primitive modal dissimilarity measures from which our total measure will be derived; namely,

simðpPðuÞ; qPðuÞÞ; simðpAðuÞ; qAðuÞÞ; disðpPðuÞ; qAðuÞÞ; and disðpAðuÞ; qPðuÞÞ: These two measures are real-valued functions between

zero and one that satisfy postulates 3 and 4 below.

2. Compositional property. Total modal similarity is a real-valued function of primitive similarity and dissimilarity:

SimM E;W;uð Þ ¼ f sim pPðuÞ; qPðuÞð Þ; sim pAðuÞ; qAðuÞð Þ; dis pPðuÞ; qAðuÞð Þ; dis pAðuÞ; qPðuÞð Þð Þ
3. Order property. The primitive similarity and dissimilarity measures are ordered as follows: simðpPðuÞ; qPðuÞÞ[ sim pAðuÞ; qAðuÞð Þ and

dis pAðuÞ; qPðuÞð Þ[ dis pPðuÞ; qAðuÞð Þ
4. Summation postulate. Partial similarity adds up to 1 and partial dissimilarity adds up to 1:

sim pPðuÞ; qPðuÞð Þ þ sim pAðuÞ; qAðuÞð Þ ¼ 1; dis pPðuÞ; qAðuÞð Þ þ dis pAðuÞ; qPðuÞð Þ ¼ 1

5. Maximal and minimal modal similarity property. Maximal and minimal similarity values for the relational measure are given by:

MaxðSimMðE;W;uÞÞ ¼ SimMðE;E;uÞ and MinðSimMðE;W;uÞÞ ¼ SimMðE;E;uÞ where E ¼ hðpPðuÞ; qAðuÞÞ; ðpAðuÞ; qPðuÞÞi:
6. Zero property. The modal similarity value for the empty vector hi or £ is zero: SimMðE;£;uÞÞ ¼ 0:

7. Contextual reversal property. simðpPðuÞ; qPðuÞÞ ¼ a1 and disðpPðuÞ; qAðuÞÞ ¼ a2; if E 6� W; simðpPðuÞ; qPðuÞÞ ¼ a2 and

disðpPðuÞ; qAðuÞÞ ¼ a1; if E � W:

8. Existence property II (of metafunction fMÞ: For any pair of objects ðpðuÞ; qðuÞÞ 2
fðpPðuÞ; qPðuÞÞ; ðpAðuÞ; qAðuÞÞ; ðpPðuÞ; qAðuÞÞ; ðpAðuÞ; qPðuÞÞg; there exists a metafunction fM such that:

fMWððpðuÞ; qðuÞÞÞ ¼
1 ifðpðuÞ; qðuÞÞ is present inW
0 ifðpðuÞ; qðuÞÞ is absent inW

Note that postulate 6 simply states that the empty modal relation £ expresses neither a degree of similarity nor a degree of dissimilarity: this

means that in some sense it expresses ‘‘comparative’’ neutrality—or perhaps better yet, it expresses nothing in respect to similarity or

dissimilarity. Postulate 7 simply states that the measure must do what we expected it to do: namely, to assign to each modal category

corresponding to each of the logical connectives a unique degree of modal similarity.

The modal similarity measure

SimM E;W;uð Þ ¼

b a1
fMW Eð1Þð Þ þ 1� a1ð ÞfMW Eð2Þð Þ

h i

�ð1� bÞ a2
fMW E0ð1Þð Þ þ 1� a2ð ÞfMW E0ð2Þð Þ

h i

if bW 2 8; . . .; 15f g

b a2
fMW Eð1Þð Þ þ 1� a2ð ÞfMW Eð2Þð Þ

h i

� 1� bð Þ a1
fMW E0ð1Þð Þ þ 1� a1ð ÞfMW E0ð2Þð Þ

h i

if bW 2 0; ; 7f g
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whose elements are exactly dissimilar with respect to u,

whereas E0 consists of those pairs whose elements are

dissimilar in respect to u and excluding those pairs whose

elements are exactly similar. The categories formed of

these pairs are thus maximally dissimilar from each other.

Using the componential notion of similarity captured in

MST, primitive similarity and dissimilarity with respect to

the presence or absence of a feature u are combined to

define a structured measure of the degree of similarity

between E and any modal category (represented by a

vector W). This measure contains parameters whose values

reflect the differing degrees of salience between presence

and absence of u within a modal category, and the relative

emphasis of similarity over dissimilarity between modal

categories. With appropriately chosen values for these

parameters, Vigo (2008) was able to generate and test

modal similarity predictions for human subjects (see

Table 1).

Subjects in Vigo’s experiment were presented with

iconic stimuli representing modal categories (see Fig. 2).

(It is important for readers to bear in mind that these iconic

representations are not used to‘‘picture’’ the modal cate-

gories, but are instances of the categories which possess the

appropriate structure.) Subjects were told nothing about the

stimuli except that they represented the hat-wearing

behaviors of married couples in different cultures. Each

pair belonging to a modal category consisted of iconic

representations of a male and a female, and each member

of the pair was shown either wearing a hat or hatless.

Subjects in one group were presented with stimuli

representing the modal categories for equivalence (bicon-

ditional), conjunction, implication (material conditional),

disjunction and negation of biconditional (exclusive or).

Subjects in another group were presented with represen-

tations of biconditional, negation of disjunction, negation

of conjunction, negation of implication, and negation of

biconditional. Subjects were shown these iconic represen-

tations alongside of that for equivalence and asked to rate

on a scale of 1–10 the similarity of each ‘‘culture’’ to the

‘‘culture’’ corresponding to E where both wear a hat or

neither do. The average similarity ratings returned by

subjects in this experiment provided an ordering exactly

matched by the theory (Table 1). Thus, human subjects

were sensitive to modal similarity even though they had not

been given explicit instruction in logic, and were not pro-

vided with linguistic labels for the logical connectives. On

the basis of these results, we argue that the Boolean

operators (logical connectives) should be thought of as

Fig. 1 Visual representation of the structure of the modal category

defined by logical equivalence. The feature (shading) is present in

both or absent in both members of the pairs belonging to the category

Table 1 Modal similarity

measure predictions when

b = 0.55

MlðpP; qPÞ MlðpA; qAÞ MlðpP; qAÞ MlðpA; qPÞ Connective SimM(p,q,u)

1 1 0 0 : 0.55

1 0 0 0 ^ 0.38

1 1 1 0 0.37

0 1 0 0 :ð_Þ 0.33

1 1 0 1 � 0.28

1 0 1 0 0.21

0 1 0 1 0.20

1 0 0 1 0.12

1 1 1 1 0.10

0 1 1 0 0.02

0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 1 _ -0.07

0 1 1 1 :ð^Þ -0.12

0 0 0 1 -0.14

0 0 1 0 :ð�Þ -0.32

0 0 1 1 :ð�Þ -0.45
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expressing degrees of modal similarity, and that modal

similarity assessment is the cognitive process underlying

the use of the connectives. The stimuli in Vigo’s experi-

ment represent the structural alternatives for relations

between presence and absence of an attended feature. It is

sensitivity to relationships among these structures and their

similarity to the biconditional modal category that is

revealed by the experiment. These structural alternatives

are specified by the Boolean operators, which express the

similarity between the categories they define and the

biconditional category E. To our knowledge, no one has

previously suggested that there is any relationship between

Boolean operators and similarity assessment, let alone

provided a theory that empirically predicts the similarity

judgments of human subjects. It is on this basis that we

claim that the logical connectives are reducible to modal

similarity.

MST and inference

We have now explained the basis for the first premise of

our master argument that the logical connectives define

modal similarity categories. Our second premise is that

inference is reducible to conditional categorization. Given

Vigo’s empirical demonstration that humans seem to be

making modal similarity comparisons using E as a tem-

plate, we suggest the following theoretical analysis.

Inference is a process of conditional categorization and

modal state elimination. The Deduction Theorem, C [
Af g ‘ B , C ‘ ðA � BÞ; establishes the equivalence of

the entailment relationship to a conditional. We propose

to generalize beyond sentences to modal states as follows.

Consider an entailment relationship where the presence of

feature u in an object p entails the presence of u in

another object q; i.e., if pP(u) then qP(u). Three of the

four possible combinations of modal states of p and q

with respect to u are members of this conditional

category (present in both, absent in both, and absent in p

but present in q). The recognition that such a conditional

category is in place can support various expectations for

unobserved modal states. Thus, for instance, observing the

presence of u in p rules out two of the three instance

pairs, leaving as the only possibility that u is also present

in q. Likewise, noticing the absence of u in q (i.e., qA(u))

reduces the modal state possibilities to just one. However,

noticing that qP(u) leaves two possibilities, with no

immediate resolution for the state of p with respect to u.

Hence, modus ponens and modus tollens are subsumed

under a single general form of explanation which does not

depend on explicitly encoding a rule. This is not to say

that any organism capable of modus ponens will be

automatically capable of modus tollens, or that it will find

the latter kind of inference as easy as the former. This is

because MST treats the presence and absence of features

independently, with primitive similarity with respect to

the presence of a feature being greater (more salient) than

similarity with respect to its absence, and conversely for

primitive dissimilarity judgments at the featural level.

(This asymmetry between presence and absence of u is

represented by the parameters in the modal similarity

measure; see Box 1.)

Our claim that modal similarity categorization is a

prelinguistic capacity is supported by the recognition that

MST is about relations among perceivable features of

stimuli independent of their symbolic or linguistic rep-

resentation. Vigo’s ‘‘hat’’ experiment shows implicit

sensitivity to logical categories constructed from such

features. Modal similarity capacities are within the range

of many nonhuman animals since they rely on the same

categorization, conceptualization, and attentional capaci-

ties that are necessary for many other behaviors. There

is, of course, a substantial literature on animal concepts,

pro and con, but we believe that the preponderance of

the evidence supports the attribution of conceptual abil-

ities to languageless animals (Herrnstein and Loveland

1964; Herrnstein 1990; Allen 1999; Stephan 1999). For

our present purposes, however, it is possible to sidestep

this controversy by pointing out that attention and cate-

gorization are essential for all but the most primitive

forms of conditioning. Animals learn and generalize

reward relations among stimuli by learning which fea-

tures to attend to, and they do so without the benefit of

language.

This completes, although by no means settles, our

‘‘master’’ argument for the claim that inference is a pre-

linguistic process. Although the conclusion needs further

support, specifically in the form of direct empirical evi-

dence that animals really are capable of modal similarity

judgments, we believe that, with the help of MST, we have

outlined a framework for hope, contra Bermúdez (2003),

Fig. 2 Stimulus used by Vigo (2008) for the ‘‘conditional culture’’

category
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that an inference-based conception of rationality can be

applied at the nonlinguistic level.

Transitive inference and MST

The argument that inference is a species of modal simi-

larity categorization has the status of an empirical theory

which identifies a class of models to be developed for

specific cases of inference. However, along with Thomas

(2002), we think that experimental tests of conditional

reasoning in nonhuman animals have generally failed to

distinguish it adequately from conjunctive reasoning

because they focus only on the case where both objects

possess the relevant feature (but see Templeton 1998 for a

suggestive study in which birds learned by observing other

birds experience the absence of a food reward in a foraging

choice task). Because transitive inference provides a much

richer domain of examples, our next task is to attempt an

analysis of transitive inference in the terms provided by

MST. In its most generic form, a transitive inference has

the following conditionalized structure, where R is a bin-

ary relation:

Rða1; a2Þ ^ � � � ^ Rðan�1; anÞ½ � � Rðai; ajÞ
where i; j 2 1; . . .; nf g; i\j

ð1Þ

For instance, if R is the greater-than relation, the fol-

lowing provides an example of transitive inference:

ða1 [ a2Þ ^ ða2 [ a3Þ½ � � ða1 [ a3Þ: Of course, not all

transitive arguments of the form shown in (1) are deduc-

tively valid in nature. Some, in fact, are only inductively

strong, in that the transitivity of R may pertain only to a

subset of stimuli encountered or to be encountered. How-

ever, the same general structure of the inference applies.

In transitive inference experiments, nonhuman animals

show themselves to be sensitive to the relation of reward

presence to one member of each pair, and reward absence

to the other. To keep our presentation relatively simple, we

will analyze the simplest version of the experiment, which

uses just two training pairs (a+, b-) and (b+, c-), even

though the more complicated 5-element experiment may be

required to rule out simple associative explanations. If we

denote the property of a reward being present in respect to

a stimulus a as a(r) = P, abbreviated as aP (r), and the

property of a reward being absent as a(r) = A, or aA (r), we

can represent the putative inference as:

bRðaPðrÞ; bAðrÞÞ ^ bRðbPðrÞ; cAðrÞÞ
h i

� bRðaPðrÞ; cAðrÞÞ

ð2Þ

In (2), the relation bR is not simply the relation between

stimuli that is R; but a relation between the stimuli and

the property of a reward being either present, P(r), or

absent, A(r). That is, the relation bR is the higher order

relation between the presence of a reward in one of the

stimuli and the absence of a reward in the other.

The formulation in (2) enables us to focus on the key

issue of whether transitive inference rather than some

merely associative process underlies nonhuman animal

decision making in these experiments. If such a relation as
bR is to be recognized by the animal, then the category of

reward versus the category of nonreward must be formed as

a function of the learning trials. For, suppose that these

categories were not formed: how then would the animal

know that the novel pair of stimuli is anything more than

another pair like those encountered in the learning trials

before the learning took place? So, the nonhuman animal

must form categories of pairs of stimuli related via the

presence of a reward for one and the absence of a reward for

the other. For example, the category corresponding to the

cases where one element of the pair of stimuli (a, b) is

always rewarded and the other is never rewarded. These

relational categories are formed by the process of making

similarity judgments between the stimuli pairs presented on

each trial. Once the categories for (a+, b-) and (b+, c-),

respectively, have been formed, the nonhuman animal may

be able to recognize higher order patterns through the pro-

cess of similarity assessment on these relational categories.

In the experiment which uses only two training pairs,

because animals are always given a reward when a is

chosen and never given a reward when c is chosen it is

reasonable to interpret this behavior as being merely asso-

ciative in nature. This is because the choice of a may be due

to the fact that the animal remembers that a+ and c- or, in

other words, the animal associates a reward with stimulus a

and associates a lack of reward with stimulus c regardless of

the relations that these two stimuli may bear to other

stimuli. Thus, the subjects in such an experiment might be

insensitive to the property that makes the relation bR tran-

sitive in the first place. This is the chain property T that for

every pair in a set of pairs of stimuli the unrewarded

member of the previous pair is the rewarded member of

exactly one (distinct) member of another pair. The chain

property is the key property underlying transitive inference.

Genuine transitive inference occurs when recognition of

the chain meta-property T between the possible arguments

of bR (which makes bR transitive) is combined with the

logical component of (2); namely, the higher order logical

relation L whose general form is given by:

bRða1PðrÞ; a2AðrÞÞ ^ � � � ^ bRðan�1PðrÞ; anAðrÞÞ
h i

� bRðaiPðrÞ; ajAðrÞÞ where i; j 2 1; . . .; nf g; i\j

ð3Þ

The rule expressed in (3) describes a relational category.

Once again, it corresponds to the category consisting of
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those stimuli pairs where one stimulus in each pair has the

feature of the presence of a reward while the other stimulus

in each pair does not have this feature, and the higher order

ordinal feature that the unrewarded stimulus in the previous

pair is the rewarded stimulus in the following pair. Thus

the higher order category described in (3) exemplifies

transitivity. Another way of understanding this category is

as the category consisting of all the subcategories corre-

sponding to the relation bR; or in other terms, the set of all

instances of the relation bR: As mentioned, along with

property T; this higher order concept defines the transitive

property. But how does the transitive property relate to the

process of inference?

The answer to this question lies in MST. Two common

ways of representing categories in theories of human cat-

egory learning have been (1) by logical rules and (2) by

exemplars organized by a similarity measure. MST was

devised with the purpose of bridging these two represen-

tational paradigms. Recall that the key to the theory lies in

the meaning of the connectives. In MST the connectives

are in fact degrees of similarity in disguise, produced by

the form of similarity assessment called modal similarity.

Hence, according to MST, the conditional relationship

shown in (3), L; expresses a degree of similarity in respect

to the presence or absence of some attended feature u,

namely the relation bR: Hence, the entire inferential process

can be characterized subsymbolically by the process of

similarity assessment and categorization.

Since the inferential component L of transitive inference

is a modal similarity comparison between a pair of stimuli

in respect to some feature or property, it is, at its core, a

subsymbolic process. Because of its language indepen-

dence, the process is best understood through a more

general ability to categorize. And because it provides for

mathematically precise models of how primitive similarity

judgments can be combined into higher-order modal sim-

ilarity judgment, we regard the approach as providing a

promising tool for analyzing and explaining empirical

results that are not easily captured within a traditional

associationist framework, such as the ability of monkeys to

rapidly link three 5-element lists into a 15-element serial

list (Treichler 2007).

To recapitulate, we have argued in this section that for

animals to engage in transitive inference, they must: (1)

recognize the relation bR of the absence and/or presence of

a reward that exists between stimuli in pairs of learning

trials; (2) recognize the chain property T of the pairs of

stimuli (i.e., the property that the rewarded element of the

next pair is the unrewarded element of the previous pair);

and (3) recognize the conditional relation L that exists

between the consequent of the transitive formula and its

antecedent in terms of the absence and/or presence of the

property bR in the novel pair. What this means is that

nonhuman animals should recognize the likelihood that if

all the pairs of stimuli in the chain have property bR then

the novel pair will also have property bR: We then showed

how each of the processes in steps 1, 2, and 3 are in fact

rooted in similarity assessment, discrimination, and cate-

gorization, thereby making transitive inference a

subsymbolic perceptual process. This, added to the

hypothesis (to be supported in the next section) that non-

human animals possess a robust ability for categorization

well within the demands of 1, 2, and 3, indicates that

nonhuman animals are capable of at least some forms of

inference.

Negation without language

Thus far, we have argued that the categorical basis of

inference makes plausible the idea that animals are capable

of some forms of inference. But is it possible to understand

negation without language? Negation is widely regarded as

crucial to logical reasoning, and inexpressible without the

full semantic apparatus of language. In our discussion of

transitive inference, it was not necessary to deal with

negation since it does not play a direct role in its formu-

lation. But there is a broad sense of negation that we must

define in order to complete our picture of how logical rules

are merely expressions of degrees of modal similarity.

In MST, logical negation plays the role of a simplifica-

tion function. To explain, consider the category C ¼
h e1 � � � enf g; Si defined by its exemplars e1���en and a sim-

ilarity measure S between them. Suppose that an agent

wishes to exclude exemplars from the category C in respect

to a particular feature u. To say that a certain subset of the

exemplar set does not have a certain feature u is to say that

for some exemplars, u is absent. In some cases, it is much

easier to exclude elements from a category (to specify

which do not have the feature) than to specify the elements

with the feature. That negation is implied in modal cate-

gories by way of exclusion can be seen by the fact that each

logical connective indirectly excludes possible members of

the category: For instance, the conjunction excludes three

possible instance pairs, while disjunction excludes but one.

This suggests that the cognitive significance of negation is

the exclusion of elements from categories.

While humans may use logical negation as a means to

express and understand categorical exclusions, nonhuman

animals may possess limited cognitive capabilities in this

regard. For instance, the number of modal alternatives that

the nonhuman animal can discriminate may be considerably

lower than the number of modal alternatives that humans

can discriminate. But in a dog’s world, this smaller number

may be sufficient. In the most basic case of modus tollendo

ponens, only two alternatives have to be discriminated,
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while in the Classical telling of the ‘‘rule of dogs’’ it

requires three. These modal alternatives prompt the animal

to make a choice based strictly on similarities and the

eventual exclusion of the road that fails the modal similarity

test. With their capacity for language, humans have a con-

venient way of expressing these exclusions. Without

language, nonhuman animals have a categorical way of

processing the same problem. The different capacities in

memory storage and processing speed will, however, make

a difference in the complexity of the eventual exclusions.

This perspective also helps us understand why Watson

(2005) argues that MTP is of particular interest for the

study of animal reasoning. He writes that MTP is important

because ‘‘this syllogistic frame (vs. modus ponens or

modus tollendo tollens) readily lends itself to an opera-

tional distinction from what one would expect or predict

from an associative learning perspective.’’ Watson’s point

seems to be that apparent instances of reasoning in accor-

dance with modus ponens and modus tollens may not be

empirically distinguishable from associative mechanisms

operating on contingently established connections between

antecedent and consequent of the conditional premise,

whereas MTP essentially involves a retrospective reference

to the particular state of affairs establishing the disjunc-

tion—in other words, one cannot eliminate the possibilities

without having a representation of the conditions estab-

lishing those possibilities.

From ethological to logical

How do the capacities of nonhuman animals bear on the

formally rich reasoning abilities of humans? We believe the

answer lies in reconceptualizing our own reasoning capaci-

ties, along lines we have already suggested in this paper. An

independent line of evidence comes from Landy and Gold-

stone (2007) who demonstrate experimentally that algebraic

competence is surprisingly fragile in the face of quite small

differences in the way formulas are written, and that rea-

sonably competent algebraic and logical reasoners appear to

exploit what should be semantically irrelevant properties of

formulas, such as white space, to support their competency.

We believe that the perceptual capacities underlying

formal reasoning are grounded in the categorization

behavior presented in this paper and described in MST. In

this paper we have argued that inference can be understood

as a process of making conditional similarity judgments,

where new inferences proceed by recognizing the modal

similarity between the premises of the new instance and the

premises of familiar instances. Humans, by virtue of cul-

ture, education, and biology have a particular capacity for

perceiving and manipulating a wide range of finely varie-

gated symbolic structures, and are thus able to construct

very sophisticated chains of formal reasoning. The actual

processes supporting such reasoning in humans are none-

theless subsymbolic, detecting and exploiting modal

similarities inherent in public notational systems. Insofar as

formally irrelevant features like spacing do in fact provide

regularities in the environment that can be exploited to

assist perceptual systems to recognize important similari-

ties, then modal relationships among such subsymbolic

features will be detected and exploited automatically by the

perceptual systems of reasoners.

Precisely how these perceptual mechanisms operate

remains to be shown. But we believe that MST holds out a

very real prospect of a unified account of categorization

and inference. This account would cover symbolic rea-

soning, natural-language syllogisms, and generalization

from perceptions of non-symbolic parts of the world. To

reserve terms like ‘‘reasoning’’ and ‘‘inference’’ for just the

first two of these would be an acceptable terminological

move, but one which obscures, we believe, the essential

underlying similarity among all three.

Conclusion

We have argued that the process of drawing inferences is

not necessarily language driven and that at the heart of

reasoning as well as associative learning lies the more

fundamental processes of similarity assessment, discrimi-

nation, and categorization. We conclude from this that

there is no reason in principle that languageless animals

should be incapable of some forms of reasoning, including

transitive inference. However, direct tests of modal simi-

larity capabilities in nonhuman animals are needed.
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